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OTHER
Image

Product

Description

Attributes

Jumping Goat Coﬀee Cold brew coﬀee

Cold brew? Cold brew
is coﬀee soaked in
cold water for at least
14 hours. It's fresh
coﬀee and ﬁltered
water brewed slowely
and without heat to
extract minimal
acidity. The result is a
much smoother
ﬂavour without that
bitterness you usually
get in black coﬀee.
Coﬀee beans are not
exposed to high
temperatures and thus
do not form certain
typed of bitter acids.
We usually add milk or
sugar to lower these
acids. Cold brewed
coﬀee however is
more sweet just
because of the lack of
these acids and it's
also more persistent.
In the refrigerator it
will preserve its taste
for up to 3 weeks. The
best drinked as ice
coﬀee, even better
with additives as milk,
icecream, excellent for
yoghurt, muesli, for
making desserts (
tiramisu).... It's very
refreshing with good
tonic.

Contents 0,5 l
Food
paring

sladoled,
smetana,
tonik, muesli,
jogurt, sladice

VERY LIMITED SERIES!
The novelty, which
was created in
cooperation with the
world-renowned
whiskey of the
distillery Jameson and
the Slovenian brewery
Hopsbrew. Double
means 2 Lucky Irish
bottles in a gift box.
Like a unique whiskey,
a unique beer needs a

Beer
color

svetlo

Beer
Type

IPA

Hopsbrew, Lucky Irish
- double

other

Contents 0,5 l
Alcohol
by
volume

6,5 %

Country Slovenia
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special approach. The
Irish distillery of
whiskey has been
cooperating with
larger and smaller
brewers for a long
time, so they also
carefully selected their
partner in Slovenia.
Large oak barrels in
which matured
whiskeys were once
lent to craft brewers,
which they then used
to aging limited beer
production. This is
how Lucky Irish was
created, a slightly
stronger light ALE
beer, an IPA style
representative
enriched with three
American hopes.
Gift box SLOVENIAN
GIN with Broken bones

The SLOVENIAN GIN
gift box contains a
bottle of Broken
bones gin, a premium
tonic bottle and herbal
additives for the
preparation of gin
& tonics. Broken
Bones Gin is a fresh
and essential juice gin,
made on the basis of a
mix of traditional
recipes and the
characteristics of the
Slovenian country.

Country Slovenia

Gift box SLOVENIAN
GIN with Bratinov gin
#3

Gift box SLOVENIAN
GIN contains a bottle
of Slovenian craft gin
Bratinov gin, slovenian
premium tonic water
Pelicon Hoppy tonic
and herbal additives
for the preparation of
gin & tonics. Bratinov
gin is a minimalist
"London dry" gin. It
boasts Karst and
Sicilian aromas, as the
juniper blends with
citrus ﬂavors,
especially the scent of
Sicilian oranges.

Country Slovenia

other

Alcohol
by
45 %
volume
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Jumping Goat Coﬀee Cold brew coﬀee

Cold brew? Cold brew
is coﬀee soaked in
cold water for at least
14 hours. It's fresh
coﬀee and ﬁltered
water brewed slowely
and without heat to
extract minimal
acidity. The result is a
much smoother
ﬂavour without that
bitterness you usually
get in black coﬀee.
Coﬀee beans are not
exposed to high
temperatures and thus
do not form certain
typed of bitter acids.
We usually add milk or
sugar to lower these
acids. Cold brewed
coﬀee however is
more sweet just
because of the lack of
these acids and it's
also more persistent.
In the refrigerator it
will preserve its taste
for up to 3 weeks. The
best drinked as ice
coﬀee, even better
with additives as milk,
icecream, excellent for
yoghurt, muesli, for
making desserts (
tiramisu).... It's very
refreshing with good
tonic.

Contents 0,5 l
Food
paring

sladoled,
smetana,
tonik, muesli,
jogurt, sladice

VERY LIMITED SERIES!
The novelty, which
was created in
cooperation with the
world-renowned
whiskey of the
distillery Jameson and
the Slovenian brewery
Hopsbrew. Double
means 2 Lucky Irish
bottles in a gift box.
Like a unique whiskey,
a unique beer needs a

Beer
color

svetlo

Beer
Type

IPA

Hopsbrew, Lucky Irish
- double

other

Contents 0,5 l
Alcohol
by
volume

6,5 %

Country Slovenia
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special approach. The
Irish distillery of
whiskey has been
cooperating with
larger and smaller
brewers for a long
time, so they also
carefully selected their
partner in Slovenia.
Large oak barrels in
which matured
whiskeys were once
lent to craft brewers,
which they then used
to aging limited beer
production. This is
how Lucky Irish was
created, a slightly
stronger light ALE
beer, an IPA style
representative
enriched with three
American hopes.
Gift box SLOVENIAN
GIN with Broken bones

The SLOVENIAN GIN
gift box contains a
bottle of Broken
bones gin, a premium
tonic bottle and herbal
additives for the
preparation of gin
& tonics. Broken
Bones Gin is a fresh
and essential juice gin,
made on the basis of a
mix of traditional
recipes and the
characteristics of the
Slovenian country.

Country Slovenia

Gift box SLOVENIAN
GIN with Bratinov gin
#3

Gift box SLOVENIAN
GIN contains a bottle
of Slovenian craft gin
Bratinov gin, slovenian
premium tonic water
Pelicon Hoppy tonic
and herbal additives
for the preparation of
gin & tonics. Bratinov
gin is a minimalist
"London dry" gin. It
boasts Karst and
Sicilian aromas, as the
juniper blends with
citrus ﬂavors,
especially the scent of
Sicilian oranges.

Country Slovenia

other

Alcohol
by
45 %
volume
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Jumping Goat Coﬀee Cold brew coﬀee

Cold brew? Cold brew
is coﬀee soaked in
cold water for at least
14 hours. It's fresh
coﬀee and ﬁltered
water brewed slowely
and without heat to
extract minimal
acidity. The result is a
much smoother
ﬂavour without that
bitterness you usually
get in black coﬀee.
Coﬀee beans are not
exposed to high
temperatures and thus
do not form certain
typed of bitter acids.
We usually add milk or
sugar to lower these
acids. Cold brewed
coﬀee however is
more sweet just
because of the lack of
these acids and it's
also more persistent.
In the refrigerator it
will preserve its taste
for up to 3 weeks. The
best drinked as ice
coﬀee, even better
with additives as milk,
icecream, excellent for
yoghurt, muesli, for
making desserts (
tiramisu).... It's very
refreshing with good
tonic.

Contents 0,5 l

other

Food
paring

sladoled,
smetana,
tonik, muesli,
jogurt, sladice

